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Read Texas Builder

ON YOUR DEVICE!
Did you know that you can access this issue, and past issues,
from your mobile device? The digital editions offer interactive
features and can be viewed anywhere!

Check it out at: texasbuilders.org/news
Home Selling in the Age
of Digital Transformation
PA G E 0 8
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PLEASE NOTE: Editorial and contents
of this magazine reflect the records of the
Texas Association of Builders (TAB). TAB has
done its best to provide useful and accurate
information, but please take into account
that some information does change. E&M
Consulting, Inc., publishers and TAB take
no responsibility for the accuracy of the
information printed, inadvertent omissions,
printing errors, nor do they endorse products
and services. We take no responsibility
regarding representations or warranties
concerning the content of advertisements
of products/services for a particular use,
including all information, graphics, copyrighted
materials, and assertions included in the
advertisements. The reader is advised to
independently check all information before
basing decisions on such information.

LETTER
PRESIDENT’S
COMMENTARY

Communication and Engagement are Vital During a Pandemic!
by SUSAN WRIGHT, TAB President

I

am writing this column just a few days after our first Virtual

Recently, Governor Abbott issued an executive order to reopen

Legislative Briefing and our March Zoom at Noon webinar. As

the state 100% and lift the mask mandate, giving Texans the ability

I look back on the past 12 months since the pandemic began

to slowly return to “normal.” Our industry still must be diligent in

to shut down Texas in March 2020, I realize that two key factors

providing a safe and healthy work environment for all employees

have kept our industry united — communication and engagement.

as we move forward and plow through uncharted waters in the

Along with being the providers of shelter for the citizens of our state,
these two factors have allowed our profession to stay essential
and be the leader in our country’s economic recovery. They will

upcoming months. The key to our continued success is to ensure
that we remain an essential industry and maintain safe workplaces
as our country continues to open for business.

continue to be the driving force for us to remain relevant. Whether

As businesses gradually re-open, we too will start meeting again in

we communicate in person, on the phone or over Zoom, we must be

person and hosting events while following CDC guidelines. The first

willing to adjust to change and remain engaged with our worksites,

big event that’s set to take place is the 2021 Sunbelt Builders Show™.

associations and, especially, at the State Capitol during the 87th

Kicking off the week will be the inaugural Texas Builders Foundation

Texas Legislative Session.

Golf Tournament on Monday, July 12. Make sure to sign up or put

For the past 12 months, we have had to be creative in how we
engage with our members and policy makers. There have been
countless Zoom meetings, hundreds of emails sent, handwritten
letters shared and a few in-person meetings. One of our biggest
accomplishments during this pandemic has been our ability and
willingness to adapt to change. If we were reluctant to embrace
technology in the past, we have been forced to rethink ”business
as usual” and have been challenged to step outside of our comfort

together a team of four to play 18 holes at the elite Cowboys Golf
Club in Grapevine, Texas. You can register for the golf tournament
at www.TexasBuildersFoundation.org. TAB’s summer meetings are
also held in conjunction with the Show July 13-16 inside the Hilton
Anatole in Dallas. We look forward to celebrating our 20 th Show!
Sunbelt has always been a premier event for our industry, and this
year will be no exception as the Sunbelt committee has lined up
an exemplary week of events and programs.

zones. Change is difficult and has affected everyone in the last

Attendee registration opens April 15, and as a builder/remodeler

year. We have, however, proven that we are up to new challenges!

member benefit, TAB is offering FREE builder registration for the

We all know that this legislative session is like no other, with limited
access to the Capitol and both chambers having their own set of
safety guidelines. That has been challenging. However, we must
remain ready to act when called upon by the Texas Association of

first two weeks — just visit SunbeltBuildersShow.com to register
and make your hotel reservations. The Texas Association of Builders
and Show Management will continue to follow the recommended
safety protocols throughout the Show and conference.

Builders (TAB) or the National Association of Home Builders (NAHB).

I encourage everyone to be actively engaged in our advocacy efforts

The next few weeks are vital for our industry as TAB’s government

at the Capitol during the remainder of the 87th Legislative Session,

relations staff and our lobbyists work to keep housing affordable

and I look forward to seeing you in July in Dallas.

for all Texans by monitoring hundreds of filed bills that directly
impact our industry. I urge you to be an active member of your
local home builders association and make sure you are signed up
for VoterVoice and Legislative Line. Both communication portals
are member benefits that can be accessed here: https://www.
texasbuilders.org/government-affairs/tab-advocacy-center.html.
VoterVoice is our primary tool to engage our membership to directly
communicate with individual legislators, and it is tremendously
impactful to our success at the Capitol. It is our responsibility to
be engaged during session and throughout the year to defend and
support the residential construction and land development industry.

TexasBuilders.org
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

Reflecting on TAB’s 75 Years of Service of Housing Texans
by SCOTT NORMAN, TAB Executive Director

A

s you know, we are celebrating the

serve on the state committee. TAB ended the

Secondly, support TABPAC and urge others

Texas Association of Builders’ 75

th

year with a membership of 11,293, becoming

to do so,” said Jack Garner, Texas NAHB Build

Anniversary this year through a

the largest state association in the nation.

PAC Trustee, in June of 1983. “If everyone

series of articles in each issue of Texas Builder.

(Texas is currently the second largest home

will become involved in this effort, we can

As we review our past and a few of the multi-

builders association after North Carolina.)

become a major voice in electing candidates

tudes of accomplishments and milestones in

That same year, the Home and Apartment

who understand that homeownership can

our proud history, we’ve noted that there are

Builders Association of Metropolitan Dallas

and should be the goal of all Texans, and

several recurring themes. I want to elaborate

was the first local association in National

with their help, we can accomplish that goal.

on a few of those topics in this column that

Association of Home Builder's (NAHB) history

I hope that you will stand up and be counted

are consistent with the time frame in the

to reach the 2,000-member mark.

and put your dollars, your time, your support

article on page 22, 1971 to 1985.

and your voice fully behind our industry.”

Membership is the lifeblood of our associ-

Association of Builders grew from 4,398 to

Today, HOMEPAC (formerly TABPAC), sets a

ation. Every month from the years 1971 to

14,294, a 225% increase.

goal of a $25 contribution from each member

1985, dozens of members and HBAs were
recognized in our association’s publications
for growing the membership, sometimes
through organized membership drives but
oftentimes due to the commitment of individual members to recruit at every opportunity.
As TAB President Bruce Plunkett of Tyler
stated in 1979 prior to the start of the 66th
Texas Legislative Session, “It is only by your
membership and involvement in TAB that we
will continue to have the strength that we
need to be successful in Austin.” Strength in
numbers continues to be a rallying cry today.
TAB President Vernon Smith, Jr. of Dallas said
in his column of the Texas Builder newsletter
in October 1981, “The past year has also
been gratifying with respect to membership.
Despite the worst slump in the history of the
housing industry … the membership of our
state association has actually shown a small
increase. To have increased our membership
during these troubled times I consider a real
achievement.” (During the 1970s, the inflation
rate in the U.S. reached its 20 -century peak,
th

with levels exceeding 10%.)
TAB’s 1979 Membership Committee Chairman Jack Davis of Dallas asked every local
HBA Membership Committee chairman to
6

From 1971 to 1985, membership in the Texas

Today, membership recruitment remains
a top priority. Although our membership
numbers are currently around 10,000, TAB’s
statewide membership drives continue to be
successful, and many of our local associations continue to win accolades from NAHB
for their recruitment and retention efforts.
Participation in the legislative process is vital
to ensuring a positive business environment
for the housing industry by addressing the
housing issues of the people of Texas. TAB
began to take a much more active role in
state politics in 1977 with the establishment
of the Government Relations Committee.
Beginning in 1978, HBAs were encouraged
to form local political action committees
(PACs), and TAB President Bob Findlay of
Fort Worth was instrumental in establishing
guidelines for local PACs. The Texas Association of Builders Political Action Committee
(TABPAC) was organized on Jan. 17, 1980.
“Our industry is vulnerable to the whims of
government, and that is why I encourage
every member of TAB to become involved.
It is vital that you become involved and

of TAB and hopes to exceed its 2021 goal of
$237,600 in voluntary donations. HOMEPAC
maximizes political contributions by TAB
members by supporting pro-housing candidates and incumbents for both statewide
office and the Texas Legislature, helping to
preserve a positive political climate for the
residential construction and development
industry in Texas.
TAB’s first Builder Rally Day was held in Austin
on April 20, 1983. By meeting with their state
senators and representatives in their Capitol offices, builders were able to talk with
their elected officials to explain the builder’s
point of view. Held in odd-numbered years
when the legislature is in session, Rally Day
continues to be one of TAB’s most important events, and legislators look forward to
meeting with the almost 1,000 members who
descend upon the Capitol every other year.
The business of maintaining relationships
with legislators is never-ending, and your
participation in that process both during and
between legislative sessions is essential to
the health of our industry and your business.

support your local PAC. If you do not have

TAB’s members and local home builders

one, organize one. It will pay dividends.

associations set the example for the rest of

Texas Association of Builders May/June 2021

the nation. Since 1946, TAB members and

scores of TAB members have chaired NAHB

it is a privilege to work with the members

our local HBAs have been recognized as

committees and countless TAB members

and local HBA and TAB staff every day to

leaders. By stepping up to chair and serve

have served as an appointee of a president

serve our industry and to provide quality,

on committees at the National Association

of the United States, the administrator of

affordable shelter for the citizens of our

of Home Builders, by shattering membership

a federal or state regulatory agency or a

great state. I look forward to continuing to

records time and again, and by receiving

Texas governor during our long service of

reflect on our 75 years of accomplishments

countless awards for individual or associa-

housing Texans.

in person at TAB’s summer meetings, the

tion accomplishments, Texas has continued
to lead on both engagement and accomplishments in the NAHB federation. Eight
Texans have served as NAHB chairmen,

We are at the halfway point of our reflection
upon the Texas Association of Builders’ first
75 years. I am extremely honored to be a
part of this outstanding organization, and

20 th Sunbelt Builders Show™ in Dallas in
July and at our actual Association Birthday
Celebration in November in Austin at the
Excellence in Leadership Dinner.

TexasBuilders.org
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H O ME SE LL ING I N
T H E A GE OF D I GI TA L
T RA NSF O RMATI ON
by KRISTIN ALLMAN, Contributing Editor

H

allmarked by economic anxieties

have to be in Texas at all. “We have a client

David Weekley Homes took a hard look at

and pandemic-fueled fears, 2020

from Oregon who is under contract to build

how they could use technology to support

was a year like no other, but it was

with us, and she’s never been to Texas,” says

their operations, whether that be through

also a period of unrivaled buyer demand

Casey Gerwer of Homes by J. Anthony, a

virtual appointments or homebuyer meet-

and a surprisingly robust housing market.

custom builder in North Texas. “It’s all been

ings and seminars. “Our focus was centered

While that’s positive news for the industry,

done virtually.”

around making the homebuilding process

capitalizing on those demands requires a
calculated — and sometimes overdue —
paradigm shift in the direction of increased
digital client interaction and streamlined
company efficiencies. Builders and home
builders associations across the state and
nation are widening their communication
models and adopting exciting home visualization technologies that have led to a wealth of
opportunity and a truly customizable homebuying experience.

8

For builders and HBAs alike, the decision to
invest in high-end technology has been an
intentional one, affecting not only client interactions but internal communications as well.
For volume builder David Weekley Homes,
staying ahead of the technology curve preCOVID was critical. Many of the company’s
core technologies were already in place,
and it was really a matter of exploring the
full range of capabilities while ensuring the
team was well supported, especially during

special by combining our traditional communication efforts with additional technology resources to enhance the customer
experience.” Team collaboration was also
key in maintaining engagement with new
and potential homebuyers. “It was great to
see team members across the company
come together to share best practices
and tips to help all of us be successful,”
explains Mills. “It all goes full circle back
to the customer experience.”

Buyers are motivated and more educated

the second quarter of 2020 when demand

For custom builders like Homes by J. Anthony,

than ever before; they know what they

really started to pick up. “I think that tech-

traditional operations involve consistent,

want, and physical proximity is no longer a

nology helped us keep up with the increased

face-to-face interaction. With Texas’ attrac-

hindrance to ideation and realization. With

demand,” explains Sonya Mills, vice president

tive housing market, people are flocking to

virtual planning and design applications such

of marketing and communication at David

the state in record numbers, and custom

as Matterport and Chief Architect, drone

Weekley Homes. “Our team did a great job

builders are having to drastically rely on

footage and Parade of Homes apps, buyers

keeping customers engaged, utilizing video

technology for virtual tours, Zoom meetings

don’t even have to step foot on their future

messaging and staying connected through

and file sharing. “Every step of the way, if

properties — and oftentimes don’t even

consistent communication.”

there is a pricing change, an elevation change

Texas Association of Builders May/June 2021
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or a plan change, we have to share that with

“ C OV I D - 1 9 H A S D E F I N I T E LY B E E N C H A L L E N G I N G , B U T I T H A S A L L O W E D

the client,” explains Gerwer. “There’s no way

US T O ESC AL ATE THE PROCESS OF BEING MORE DEPENDENT ON TECH-

we would be able to do the business we are

N O L O G Y. I T W A S A S L O W A N D S T E A DY R A C E T H A T W E W E R E R U N N I N G ,

doing without the virtual component.”

B U T W E A R E W E L L A C R O S S T H E F I N I S H L I N E F O R T H A T N O W. ”
—Kacie Beevers, Temple Area Builders Association

Utilizing the 3D-rendering software, Chief
Architect, Homes by J. Anthony has been
better able to involve homebuyers in the
entire process. “Everyone wants a oneof-a-kind home,” says Tony Prutch, owner.
“Through 3D modeling, we could communicate with the client a whole lot better. You
can really get a good perspective on what a
home will look like before it’s built.”
Much of the shift involves tailoring the homebuying experience to each client’s needs,
whether that means virtual interaction
exclusively, minimal in-person meetings or
a hybrid of the two, which is something that
both volume and custom builders can agree
on. “We are really looking at technology in
terms of how it can help us complement the
traditional experience versus just replacing
it,” says Mills. Regardless of circumstance,
steady client communication throughout
the entire building process is key.
Builders today are faced with challenges unlike
anything they’ve ever seen. Simple material
allocation has been extraordinarily difficult
due to shipping delays and pandemic-related
factory shutdowns. “We ordered tile nine

weeks ago for a particular home, and we can’t

want in their new home. As Gerwer explains,

get it,” describes Prutch. “We have 12 homes

builders are constantly inundated with emails

with temporary refrigerators because the

from clients with lists of questions or modifi-

ones the homeowners purchased come from

cations. With 3D renderings and virtual tours,

factories that have been shut down.” He says

“people are able to see it right in front of

most clients have been very understanding,

them. They can take it home, sit on the couch

and that the increased focus on constant

and have a glass of wine and talk about it.”

communication has allowed for transparency
throughout the entire process.

Buyers are asking educated questions, and
builders are able to provide more thorough

Unable to hold meetings in person, Gerwer

explanations, detailing the construction side

explains that their days are now “a little bit

of the process right down to the type of insu-

longer.” As she describes, “We’re all work-

lation used or how the foundation is built.

ing a few more hours because there is a lot

“The understanding of the quality that we’re

more communication with the customer

putting into the house is a lot better, and the

that needs to be done. There’s more prep

customer is a lot happier because they’re

work involved with our meetings now too.”

more educated in what we’re doing,” says

What took 10-15 minutes under normal

Prutch. Because of materials delays and

circumstances now takes 45 minutes with

shortages, many builders are focusing more

constant follow-up to ensure necessary steps

on alternative materials, that according to

are completed in a reasonable time frame.

Prutch, may be of equal or better quality. He

Homebuyers are also using their extra time
at home to research their options and are
coming to the table with a better understanding of what features or materials they

says that builders and homebuyers alike are
becoming more well-versed on the wealth
of options available, and with a renewed
focus on communication, buyers are more
confident in their decisions.

Aerial drone footage allows prospective buyers to view a lot and surrounding community virtually. Photos courtesy of Homes by J. Anthony.

TexasBuilders.org
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In addition to virtual software platforms,

brate their builder members in a way that

events. In terms of general operations, TABA

Homes by J. Anthony has been relying heavily

was unique to them. From a PowerPoint

had to invest in better projectors and cam-

on drone footage to provide prospective

slideshow to drone footage, a Matterport

eras to allow for virtual board meetings, and

buyers with an aerial view of lots and the

tour or a simple gallery of images, builders

Beevers had to learn the ins and outs of tech

neighborhoods in which they reside. Clients

could choose how they wanted to feature

troubleshooting. “It used to be that WD-40

can view lot sizes and get a complete picture

their homes in their past tour — and that

and some duct tape were all I needed to fix

of the surrounding community, including the

was something that was very important to

a problem,” she laughs. “We all learned as

lot’s location in relation to schools or retail

Beevers. In their app, users can pinpoint

we went along.” TABA also started a blog

stores. “We just wanted to make sure that

homes, directly contact the builder and leave

and really leaned into their social media

anything we thought we would want if we

comments while accessing builder portfo-

campaigns to capture information and valu-

were building a home, you had in the drone

lios of photos, videos and interactive tours.

able feedback.

footage,” says Prutch. “We did that for each

“COVID-19 has definitely been challenging,

one of our subdivisions.”

but it has allowed us to escalate the process

While both custom and volume builders have
had to pivot their operations to incorporate
virtual components in lieu of more classic
marketing and sales approaches, so too have

of being more dependent on technology. It
was a slow and steady race that we were
running, but we are well across the finish
line for that now.”

here to stay, and with housing demand
unlikely to slow anytime soon, we may just
be grazing the surface of a technological
revolution that could forever change the
way we buy and sell homes, even long after

organizers of traditional, in-person Parade of

In terms of reception, Beevers says reactions

the threat of the pandemic subsides. While

Homes tours. Kacie Beevers, executive officer

from her members have been overwhelm-

nothing can truly replace physically walk-

for the Temple Area Builders Association

ingly positive, and she hopes that others

ing a house, virtual technologies can pro-

(TABA), describes their switch to virtual home

learn to embrace the technological advances

vide builders and consumers the flexibility

tours as “wonderfully chaotic,” and very differ-

readily available today to enhance the expe-

needed to weather the challenges ahead.

ent from anything they’ve ever experienced.

rience for both builders and buyers. “This

Virtual capabilities can also enhance and

digital nomad world is just getting started,

elevate the home viewing experience, allow-

and COVID-19 really pushed that forward.”

ing potential homebuyers the opportunity

TABA has utilized a parade smart app for
the past few years, but has recently adopted

to digitally revisit homes they’ve walked in

the virtual software, Matterport, as a means
of providing builders with more flexibility in

person. Digital platforms also give out-of“OUR F OCUS WAS CENTERED

state buyers the flexibility needed to pur-

in Matterport is like immersing yourself in a

AROUND MAKING THE HOME-

chase with confidence. “We are doing this in

3D dollhouse, and prospective buyers can

BUILDING PROCESS SPECIAL BY

move from different touchpoints throughout

COMBINING OUR TRADITIONAL

the home, almost like jumping from “lily pad

COMMUNIC ATION EFF ORT S WITH

to lily pad,” as Beevers describes it. “You can

A D D I T I O N A L T E C H NO L O GY R E -

position yourself to stand in a certain spot

SOURCES T O ENHANCE THE

Whether the building industry’s rapid

and see a 360-degree view of the home.”

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE.”

migration to digital platforms would have

You can virtually “walk” from room to room,

—Sonya Mills, David Weekley Homes

occurred without the pandemic’s stronghold

showing their model homes. Viewing a home

climb stairs and zoom in on minute details

a way that makes sense for the customer,”
Mills says, and “We will continue to use technology in the future when it complements
the overall customer experience.”

remains unknown; however, all indications

without physically stepping foot inside the

point to the lasting benefits of tech adoption

property. “It’s the next best thing,” she says.

As with anything new, shifting to a more

to both builders and consumers alike. “It

From the hardware finish on the kitchen

virtual environment was not without its hic-

truly opened up a lot of opportunities for

cabinets to the wood-grain texture of the

cups, and for Beevers, it was more about

businesses to reevaluate and hone in on

floor boards, users can get a true sense of

ensuring that her members were well sup-

resources for their employees and to develop

the aesthetic, almost as if they could reach

ported during the transition. The challenge

what their public spaces would look like,” says

out and touch it.

came with figuring out ways to engage the

Beevers. “I’m grateful to be on the front line

membership and give them value for their

of that as we all learn and grow together.”

TABA's app, coupled with virtual platforms,
has allowed the association to truly cele-

10

Builders agree that virtual technology is

membership dollars when so much of TABA's
community building was through in-person

Texas Association of Builders May/June 2021
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Building Wi th Hear t

STEWARDSHIP AND RESPECT AS THE FOUNDATION OF SUCCESS
by VICTORIA LUING, Contributing Editor
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R

eturning home from Iraq in 2005, Brad Morris — Marine
Corps veteran and owner of G. Morris Custom Homes
— utilized his newfound leadership skills to produce a

cohesive team that fits the core values he envisioned for his company. “My time in the Marine Corps was the most influential time
in my life,” Morris explains. “It set forward that desire to succeed,
and it gave me a discipline I didn’t have before.”

FEATURED PROJECT: THE VILLA
BUILDER: Brad Morris, G. Morris Homes, Bulverde, Texas
LOCAL HBA AFFILIATION: Greater New Braunfels HBA
STAR AWARDS FOR THE VILLA:
Best Architectural Design ($500K-$750K)

An important characteristic of a Marine is the ability to take a

Best Master Bedroom ($500K-$750K)

“step back”: You take a step back, assess the situation and make

Best New Custom Home ($500K-$750K)

a decision. Morris used the “step-back” approach and the prin-

Best Outdoor Living Space ($500K-$750K)

ciples he learned while attending Texas A&M University to gain

Best Specialty Room ($500K-$750K)

experience in the homebuilding industry. After Iraq, he worked in
commercial real estate for two years and then became a division
president for one of Texas’ largest semi-custom builders. As the
division president, Morris was exposed to every aspect of the
building business and “cut his teeth in that arena” before starting
G. Morris Homes in 2014. Morris and his wife adopted their only
son, Gage, in 2013 — the namesake for his company.
In 2020, G. Morris Homes won five Star Awards from the Texas
Association of Builders (TAB) in the $500K-$750K category on
their project “The Villa.” Morris remarks being recognized for these
awards is an honor and a blessing. To him, “Winning local awards is
awesome; winning state awards is that much better because you’re
up against some amazing competition and really good builders.” The
planning and construction of The Villa began in December 2018 and
was completed in July 2019. The home was even showcased to over
1,000 people in the September 2019 New Braunfels Parade of Homes.

Core Values

Core Values are the principles and fundamental beliefs that
guide a company’s actions, unite its employees and define its
brand. They are our highest priorities, our internal compass
and the cornerstone to our decisions. These are the very values
that we live and breathe by as an organization.
INTEGRITY: Having strong ethical or moral principles and
following them at all times. Doing what is right, even when no
one is watching or would ever know.
METICULOUS MANAGEMENT: Staying on top of and executing
your duties and responsibilities in a consistent and thorough
manner. Taking ownership over each aspect of your work.
COMMUNICATION: Exchanging of information in a thorough,
yet concise and effective manner to other team members and
clients. Taking the time to ensure the delivery is professional.
STEWARDSHIP: Duty, obligation and responsibility of taking
care of the client and treating their investment as your own.
TRANSPARENCY: Being honest and open both internally and
externally with clients; no hidden agendas or ulterior motives.

G. Morris Homes is meticulous and thorough in their preparation
of a new home. For this project, the client (the Villas) worked with a
residential architect, and through G. Morris Homes, they discussed
designs and features they wanted to see in their home. “Sometimes
there are three or four iterations of a floor plan before a final
decision is made. In this case, they wanted a modern farmhouse
design,” explains Morris. “With their [the client’s] blessing on the
floor plans and pricing, we set out with the full set of plans and
got our construction details, including the floor plan, elevations,
interior finishes, etc.”
THE CREAM OF THE CROP
Of the five Star Awards, Morris is most proud of winning “Best
New Custom Home” for The Villa. “There’s a lot of work that goes
into the creation of a home, and to have the moniker of ‘best
new home’ was really special,” Morris says happily. The Villas
have school-aged children and wanted a space they could feel
comfortable in; a space that included an expansive open floor
plan and an even larger outdoor area suitable for entertaining
adults and children alike. With the kids and privacy in mind, the
Villas wanted the secondary bedrooms separate from the master.
With an open-flow design on the inside, the family has a common
gathering point in the center of the house. Morris describes the
layout as “linear in the sense where the kitchen, dining room and
great room are all in-line versus the dining room being offset
from the kitchen.” What Mrs. Villa wanted most in the kitchen
was a sink on the back wall facing the backyard. This allows the
center kitchen island to remain clean and clear of debris but also
gives Mrs. Villa a chance to glance at the kids outside during their
after-meal activities.
MODERN FARMHOUSE BLISS
A modern farmhouse-style home has become a popular trend over
the last several years. On the outer exterior edges of this house,
board and batten siding made from stucco give the illusion of a
barn wall. Strategically placed black-trim windows against wider
TexasBuilders.org
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TRANQUILITY AWAITS
When Mr. and Mrs. Villa need to give way to their exhaustion
from time well spent outdoors, they can head to their master
bedroom for a night of rest. The most unique part of the master
suite is the addition of a little coffee bar in the hall on the way to
the master bathroom. Instead of having to walk to the kitchen
and back several times, the Villas are now able to make their
coffee on the way to start their morning routines. Attached to the
suite is an interior hallway leading to the bathroom. Morris says
having the bathroom detached from the bedroom adds privacy
and convenience. “You’ll never have any noise or light trespass
from the bathroom into the bedroom like typical homes have,”
he explains. “If one partner got up and left for work early, they
wouldn’t disturb the other person.”
Straight ahead in the master bathroom is a free-standing, white
ceramic tub. Behind the tub is the walk-through shower that has
glass doors on either side. Morris explains using glass doors in
off-white stucco walls help to provide that characteristic farm-

this type of shower helps to retain heat. “One of the biggest prob-

house design and feel. Timber awnings hang over the windows

lems with open master showers (we commonly refer to them as

to prevent excessive sun from intruding inside on a too-warm

‘car wash’ showers because you go in one side and come out the

day. The interior of the home also employs timber beams to add

other) is they get very cold.” The glass doors, with an extension

a rustic touch inside and complement the exterior. Morris says,

of the glass going up to the ceiling in between them, keeps some

“In the kitchen area, we used some brick around their range and

of the humidity and warmth from the water contained. Along with

cooking area to add some additional accents, which lent itself to

incredibly detailed tile work on the floor and behind the tub, the

that farmhouse style.” A wood-burning fireplace made from white

master bath also includes his and her vanities. “This was actually

brick is adjacent to the dining area and kitchen.

one of my favorite areas to build in a long time because it was so

A PLACE TO ESCAPE
If you’re cleaning the dishes or hanging out in the great room of

INSPIRING PRODUCTIVITY

The Villa, take a peek through the back windows to see the area

Not only is it convenient to have an outdoor space during this

that won G. Morris Homes “Best Outdoor Living Space.” With

pandemic for relaxing after hours, it’s also suitable to have a home

COVID-19 having taken over everyone’s lives, Morris says having

office for days when working from home is the best choice. Next

an outdoor living space to escape to is important for people who

to the foyer are two artisan barn-style doors that swing out and

now spend too much time at home. Truly an extension of the indoor
living space, this covered patio is approximately 24 feet deep by
36 feet long. The zone for getting comfortable and unwinding is
straight through the sliding doors leaving the great room. A dark
brown wicker sectional couch is placed in front of another brick,
wood-burning fireplace — giving off nostalgic smells of campfires
and s’mores. A stone bench wraps to the right side of the fireplace
where people can sit close for those crackles and pops.
On the opposite side of the patio, you can find the outdoor kitchen
stocked with a stainless-steel gas grill, a matching mini-fridge, an
easy-access sink and a Big Green Egg charcoal barbecue cooker.
All of this is set into a counter with ample space ready for that line
of delicious food at the next family barbecue. After sharing a meal
and catching up at the matching wicker-seat table, take a dive into
the custom-made pool. This pool is complete with a sun ledge area
to achieve your tan, some loungers when you need a moment to
relax and an attached spa to finish off your evening swim.
14
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Morris takes constructive feedback positively, since it allows his
company to learn and improve from past errors.
In the case of the Villas, they recently sold the home that won
five Star Awards and are ready for another great experience from
Morris’ company. “The new buyer of the home was someone
that engaged with us during the last parade in 2020,” details
Morris. “They said they were looking for a modern farmhouse
and, ironically, we had been keeping in contact with the Villas
who mentioned wanting to sell.” The next thing you know, the
Villas met this person, walked the house and were soon under
contract to sell their home. Morris says he’s soon going to be
walking the Villas through their new lot and will be building them
another house later this year.
Communication and transparency are essential in Morris’ method
slide to the left and right of the specialty room entrance. The Villa’s

to creating lasting client relationships. “I think the biggest thing is

study has a built-in bookcase on the back wall, offering generous

whether you have a lot or very little experience, always treat people

storage space for files, pens, pencils, papers and other office

with respect,” he says. “If you do that, you’ll build a reputation

supplies. A cubby hole centered in the middle of the bookcase

that will outlast anything. If you are above board and honest and

contains — and easily conceals — the printer. The desk, built-in

respectful, everything else will fall in line.”

from the bookcase and extending down the middle of the study,
has enough room for two laptops, allowing the Villas to operate
from the room at the same time.
WORRY-FREE ENERGY EFFICIENCY
With the recent weather crisis Texas experienced, and the lack of
proper all-weather support in homes, southern builders are sure
to take additional precautions in homebuilding moving forward. G.
Morris Homes strives to make sure every home they build meets or
exceeds Texas’ energy standards. They engage a third-party energy
consultant who models the homes and inspects insulation, every
product, doors and windows before certifying the house. Applying
foam insulation in all exterior walls and to the underside of the
roof deck while also installing high-quality windows are simple,
yet important, things that help build energy efficiency (and can
even reduce electric bills). A former client of Morris’ reached out
after the state had been out of power for several days, to report
their home never dropped below 56 degrees, even when Texas
was experiencing single-digit temperatures. “It goes to show the
quality of the homes we’re building today,” says Morris.
ESTABLISHING CUSTOMER SATISFACTION & TRUST
No construction project is absolutely perfect. But, if you fall
back on the relationship you build with your clients and focus on
the core values your company breathes by, then issues can be
resolved without heartache. “We build great relationships with
our customers; our entire team does,” explains Morris. “Our clients are not numbers; we know them by first and last name. We
actually just saw Mrs. Villa the other weekend at a kid’s birthday
party.” G. Morris Homes seeks to get feedback (good or bad)
from their clients after they’ve lived in a home for a few months.

TexasBuilders.org
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HOMEPAC

Full Swing
2021 IS IN

by DONNIE EVANS, Altura Homes, HOMEPAC Board of Trustees Chair

W

e are in the home stretch of the 87th

Legislative Session after a slow start due
to COVID-19 and the ice storms. Your

government relations team in Austin has been working around the clock to ensure our industry’s interests
are protected. They are doing great work, thanks to
your support of HOMEPAC.
This year is very important as it is a redistricting year;

HOMEPAC KEY LEVELS
Capitol Club
$5,000 annually

Gold Key
$1,000 annually

Diamond Key
$3,000 annually

Silver Star
$500 annually

Platinum Key
$1,500 annually

Lone Star
$250 annually

every 10 years the U.S. Census is taken and district lines
are redrawn. The Texas and U.S. Constitutions both speak
to redistricting and both mandate that an apportionment
of representatives among the states be carried out every

It was amazing to see so many people at our modified

10 years. This apportionment is determined based on

Rally Day on April 13. The support for our industry was

the data collected through the U.S. Census, which aims

evident! I am always amazed to see how many legislators

to count the population of the entire country. The pop-

attend our meetings; this really speaks to the value they

ulation data will be some of the first numbers released

see in our industry. This wouldn’t have been possible

from the census and used to redraw the district maps of

without our Presenting Sponsors Ferguson, James Hardie,

all 150 state representatives, 31 state senators and Texas

Great American Insurance Group and StrucSure Home

congressional districts. Because of this, every state Senate

Warranty and Signature Sponsors Atmos Energy and

and House seat will be up for election in March and Novem-

Perma Pier Foundation Repair of Texas.

ber of 2022 (normally the ballot only has one-half of the
senators and all 150 state representatives). The increase
in number of candidates on the ballot this election cycle
places a greater focus on HOMEPAC and contributions
we will need to support pro-housing candidates.
As you know in 2020, 13 local HBAs met or exceeded
their HOMEPAC goal. My challenge to all 26 of our local
associations is to reach 100% of their local HBA’s goal.
It is important for us as an industry to invest in the pro-

I know it’s a couple of months away, but mark your calendar for the 2021 Washers Tournament during the
Sunbelt Builders Show™ at the Hilton Anatole in Dallas
on July 13. This year’s theme will be a tailgating theme!
HOMEPAC is the registered, non-partisan, political action
committee of the Texas Association of Builders. All decisions to support a legislative candidate are made by the
HOMEPAC Board of Trustees.

tection of our future. Ways you can support HOMEPAC
are by joining our Annual Contribution Key Club with a
starting contribution of $250, attending HOMEPAC events
as the ticket price is a 100% contribution to HOMEPAC,
supporting the HOMEPAC Live/Silent Auction by either
donating items or purchasing them and participating
in your local HBA’s HOMEPAC fundraiser or 75th TAB
Anniversary pin sales.
18
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Donnie Evans currently serves as the volunteer
chair of the HOMEPAC Board of Trustees and is on
TAB’s Senior Leadership team as first vice
president/secretary. He is a division president with
Altura Homes, in Rockwall, Texas.

LEGAL OPINION

BUILD-TO-RENT
AND PLANNED COMMUNITIES:

Match
MAKING THE

by BOB BURTON and MARK GROBMYER, Winstead PC

“B

uild-to-Rent” (“B2R”) product, that is the construction of

homes in a community intended to be leased, as opposed
to sold, is an emerging sub-product within planned communities. B2R product is similar to a multifamily rental project in that a
single owner owns, operates and maintains homes leased to residents.
B2R projects provide tenants the benefits of a planned community,
including access to community amenities and a “neighborhood feel.”

But what differentiates B2R product from typical home rentals from
a planned community perspective? The primary difference lies in the
B2R product’s single ownership, and a single owner that is, or will
usually be, different than the master developer of the community.
Also, the B2R product is, in itself, a type of “community within a
community,” as opposed to individual home rentals spread among
an entire planned community.
If the master planned community developer and the B2R operator are
unrelated parties, their interests and expectations may not always
align. As an example, in a master planned community where for-sale
and B2R product will co-exist, a threshold consideration is recognizing that community residential use requirements are designed
to be enforced against a single homeowner, not a sophisticated
commercial B2R operator. In other words, the covenant enforcement
dynamic between the master developer/community association and
the homeowner is different for the B2R operator/owner. That’s one
example, and what follows are a few more to think about.
HOME AND LOT MAINTENANCE
Typical community covenants will require owners to maintain their
residence and yard areas, while the B2R operator will most likely
implement programmatic home and lot maintenance. The obvious
difference is that the B2R operator is running a business and expects
to make a profit, and overall maintenance costs affect profit. There is
at least the possibility that maintenance standards may be lowered
as the B2R operator manages profit expectations. In essence, the
standard good condition and repair standard seen in most community
covenant documents, which are intended for individual homeowners,
may not work. Some thought should be given to whether specific
standards are required for the B2R homes and landscaped areas
or if landscaped areas within the B2R project with high community
visibility should be maintained by the community association.
20
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ASSOCIATION VOTING AND ASSESSMENTS
In the for-sale planned community, usually each lot owner receives
one vote in community association matters, and all lot owners pay
the same community association monthly assessments. The B2R
project will include multiple lots (or condominium units) and will
very likely be owned and operated by a single owner. If the same
system of allocating votes on for-sale lots is used for the B2R lots,
the master developer needs to recognize that the B2R votes, if cast,
will be cast as a block of votes which could affect board elections,
assessment increases and amendments to the community’s documents. A workaround to this issue is usually only needed where
the B2R lots represent a significant portion of the lots in the overall
community. If block voting by the B2R owner might be a problem,
a different voting allocation can be used for the B2R lots (at least
while operated as rentals), or other protections can be added to
the community documents to protect for-sale owner participation
in association decisions, e.g., board members elected and amendments approved by membership class.
Note that the allocation of votes to the B2R lots translates to greater
B2R owner rights relative to a single homeowner. The allocation of
assessments translates to greater B2R owner obligations. A larger
portion of the community association’s overall budget will be assigned
to a single owner which means that failure to pay results in more pain.
A different collection policy, hyper-diligent collection oversite and/
or a requirement that such amounts be paid in quarterly or annual
assessments, are some ways to mitigate the risk. There may also be
some tension to allocate a lesser amount of assessments to the B2R
project, but any reduction should be scrutinized especially if the B2R
tenants will have access to the same amenities as the for-sale owner.
THE OTHER STUFF
B2R property insurance requirements, the B2R trend to structure
projects to allow conversion to for-sale, differences in rental restrictions relative to for-sale, signage, tenant covenant violations and fines,
are just a few other areas that will need to be considered. The moral
of this short story is that to make the match between the planned
community and the B2R requires thought and may also require some
community document reassembly.

Bob Burton is a shareholder in the law firm of Winstead
PC, and is co-chair of the Real Estate Development &
Investments Practice Group and the Planned Community,
Mixed-Use & Condominium Practice Group. Burton is a
real estate lawyer with an emphasis on the creation,
development, risk mitigation and administration of residential and mixed-use
communities, and residential, mixed-use and commercial condominiums. He
serves as the TAB HOA Task Force chair, is a member of the TAB Attorney and
Development Councils, is a fellow in the American College of Real Estate
Lawyers, and is a full member of the Urban Land Institute. Burton received his
Master of Science and Bachelor of Science in accounting from the University of
North Texas and a law degree from Tulane University Law School.

Mark Grobmyer is an associate in the law firm of Winstead
PC and is a member of the Real Estate Development &
Investments Practice Group. He is a real estate lawyer with
an emphasis on the creation, development, risk mitigation
and administration of residential and mixed-use
communities, and residential, mixed-use and commercial condominiums. Grobmyer
received his Bachelor of Arts in political science from Washington and Lee
University and a law degree from the University of Arkansas School of Law.
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TAB CELEBRATION

75th Anniversary
DIAMOND JUBILEE, PART 3 (1971 – 1985)
by LORRAINE UREY, Texas Association of Builders

I

N 2021, THE TEXAS ASSOCIATION OF BUILDERS IS CELEBRATING ITS
75 TH ANNIVERSARY WITH A SIX-PART “DIAMOND JUBILEE” SERIES

MICKEY NORMAN, 1976

HIGHLIGHTING SOME OF THE THOUSANDS OF MEMBERS AND HUN-

DREDS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE ASSOCIATION. ALTHOUGH WE
CANNOT PROVIDE AN ALL-ENCOMPASSING ACCOUNT OF TAB’S 75 YEARS
AS THE VOICE OF HOUSING IN TEXAS, WE HOPE THAT YOU WILL ENJOY
THESE SNAPSHOTS OF OUR HISTORY.

1978
TAB’s 1978 Summer Housing Conference
was held in Guadalajara, Mexico. The Membership Committee elected to hold their
meeting at the bar by the pool of the El

1971-1985 was a period of tremendous

homebuilding including design, construc-

growth for the Texas Association of Build-

tion techniques and décor were shown to

ers (TAB). TAB accelerated its legislative

the Texas delegates.

activities and became a very active player
at the Texas Capitol. In addition, the way
the association was governed changed with
a reorganization of the senior volunteer
management team and by the formation
of a number of committees that were
organized to help the association better
address the needs of the members. Toward
the end of this 15-year period, TAB was the
largest builders association in the nation.

1973
The 1973 Summer Housing Conference
was held in Mexico City. A highlight was
a housing tour that included homes
built for all income levels. All aspects of

who were attending the conference were
not yet members of the association. One
of these non-member attendees decided

In early 1976, National Association of Home

to become a part of this fun group at the

Builders (NAHB) Chairman Mickey Norman

invitation of Bill Dimitt of Houston. “It just

of Houston met with President Gerald Ford

goes to show you, all you have to do is ask.

to express support for the release of some

Prospective members are everywhere.”

$5 billion in Brooke-Cranston (Emergency
Home Purchase Assistance Act) funds.

1979

1977

Builders held its 2nd Annual Home Prod-

At the fall convention in 1977, the TAB Board

ucts Show. With almost 12,000 attendees

of Directors restructured how the association

(double the previous year’s attendance),

In April of 1979, the Austin Association of

was governed. Officers would be a president,
first vice president, vice president-treasurer,
vice president-secretary, five area vice presidents, two assistant treasurers and one
assistant secretary. The Executive Committee
an Operations Evaluation Committee was
formed to evaluate staff goals and aims of
the association.
TAB won an honor award for the NAHB
Member ship Contes t in 1977. T his
prompted Florida to challenge Texas in the
NAHB Membership Contest for 1978. The
winner would receive four cases of Chivas
Regal. Texas won and became the largest

22

in progress, it was discovered that some

1976

was established to manage the TAB staff, and

1973 MEXICO CITY HOME

Tapatio Hotel, and while the meeting was

builders association in the nation in 1979.
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1977 CHIVAS REGAL CASE

TEXAS

ASSOCIATION

BUILDERS

1979 MAYOR McCLELLAN

ARTICLE
S PO N S O R E D B Y

1978 EL TAPATIO HOTEL

the event was a tremendous success.

nation to construct the first experimen-

each side were the words “Where Will Our

Austin’s Mayor Carole Keeton McClellan

tal “energy houses,” built to demonstrate

Children Live?”, NAHB’s theme for solving

accepted a newly planted tree dedicated

energy saving construction techniques.

the housing problem.

to the City of Austin by the HBA, and TAB

“The home to be constructed in Houston

President Bruce Plunkett of Tyler was pre-

will be a two story, 1,880-square-foot,

sented the keys to the City of Austin.

air-conditioned house, noteworthy for

The Summer Housing Conference of 1979
was held on a five-day Caribbean cruise
on the Nor wegian Lines Sunward II in
June. The conference concluded with an
optional three-day tour of Disney World
in Orlando, Florida.

its use of interior brick that remains cool
longer that the rest of the home. Air circulated by ceiling fans in living and dining
rooms will be cooled by the bricks, thereby

Steve Patrick of McGregor, a member of

NAHB to be one of 10 builders across the

Home Builders in 1981 at the convention in
Las Vegas. As a token of appreciation, TAB
presented Smith with a new pickup truck.

in the pipes so that fresh water need not

The Texas Association of Builders Political

Doyle Stuckey of Houston was selected by

president of the National Association of

hot water back surge will recover hot water
be heated.”

on Jan. 17, 1980.

Herman Smith of Fort Worth was elected

easing the load on the air conditioner. A

1980
Action Committee (TABPAC) was organized

1981

the Heart of Texas HBA (Waco) and an
NAHB director, towed a “crisis house” to
Washington, D.C. for display at the NAHB
spring board meeting. Emblazoned on

1979 TAB PRESIDENT BRUCE PLUNKETT

1980 CRISIS HOUSE

1981 HERMAN SMITH

TexasBuilders.org
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1981 NORMAN AND
POTTER HALL OF FAME

1982 MERCEDES

In 1981, J.S. “Mickey” Norman of Houston, a past chairman of NAHB, and Hugh
Potter of Houston, an NAHB founder,
were inducted into the NAHB Housing
Hall of Fame. During his tenure as NAHB
president, Norman led a vigorous fight
against high interest rates, tight money
and deep unemployment in the housing
trades. Under President Truman, Potter
was a U.S. construction coordinator, a
position created to gear up the housing
industry following World War II. Within
90 days of his appointment, Potter lifted
the rigid wartime controls over housing
with a prediction, later proved true, that
the industry would create 6 million new
jobs for ex-servicemen and workers from
war-related industries.
John McPhaul, a member of the Austin
Association of Builders, was honored
on April 1, 1981 by the Texas Legislature
for his efforts to build the Center For
Battered Women, one of the first of its
kind to be designed and built for the
purpose of offering temporary shelter
to victims of family violence. With the
support of the City of Austin, which provided a 30-year lease on the land for
$1 per year, the Austin HBA adopted
the center as its community project for
1980. The $250,000, 5,178-square-foot,
eight-bedroom center was built with volunteer labor and donated materials. CBS
News’ “60 Minutes” profiled the problem
of family violence and the leadership
1981 "60 MINUTES"
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of McPhaul in developing the center in
1981 PROCLAMATION

Austin as a response to the need.

TEXAS

ASSOCIATION

1984 TAB LOGO

BUILDERS

TAB moved into its newly purchased
and remodeled headquarters building
at 510 West 15th Street on Dec. 3, 1983.
The 3,460-square-foot building is still
owned by the Texas Association of Builders and is currently leased to another
trade association.

1984
At the June 1984 meeting in San Antonio, the Board of Directors approved
TAB’s new logo. “ The distinctive new
look is much more in keeping with the
forward-looking image the association
wants to convey,” explained Commu1985 JEAN MACDONALD

nications and Public Relations Committee Chairman Ted Schlossman of
For t Wor th. “It ’s professional, clean

1982

and contemporar y.”

In 1985, TAB was presented a resolution
by the Texas Senate for its contribution

The Cameron Count y HBA was the

of 1,000 board feet of red oak lumber

Grand Prize Winner of TAB ’s 1982

to be transformed into gavels to be

membership contest by recruiting 105

used by the lieutenant governor and

new members, representing a 141.8%

committee chairmen.

increase. The prize was an eight-day
trip for two to Switzerland to attend the

At its May 1985 meeting, the NAHB

Mercedes Rally. The winner would pick

Board of Directors voted to make Texas

up his Mercedes in Geneva and travel

the only state in Area 12. Oklahoma,

the Swiss countryside visiting five cities.

previously in Area 12 with Texas, moved

The Rally would end in Zurich. “Unfor-

to Area 11.

tunately, no, the winner does not get to
keep the Mercedes.”

The 69 th Legislative Session ended at
midnight on May 27, 1985. TAB took

1983

1985 SENATE SEAL

The first Texas Association of Builders

lation, most of which were opposed by

Legislative Rally Day was held in Austin
on April 20, 1983 at the Bradford Hotel

1985

(now the Stephen F. Austin). Gifts of

Oscar Mercado, a graduate of the Texas

hammers whose handles contained

State Technical Institute (TSTI), was a par-

screwdrivers were presented to each

ticipant in the 1985 “International Youth

senator and representative.

Skill Olympics” that was held in the fall in
Osaka, Japan. The only Texan and one of

1985 TEXAS STATE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

positions on over 100 pieces of legis-

13 Americans, Mercado represented the
U.S. in the Bricklaying Division, competing
against representatives from 18 other
free-world countries, in the trade, tech-

the association. In most cases, the proposed legislation would have diluted the
rights of homebuilders or increased the
cost of doing business. TAB was highly
successful, as virtually all the legislation
opposed failed to pass, including county
ordinance-making powers, mechanics
lien laws and occupational licensing that
would have had negative ramifications
on Texas homebuyers and the industry.

nical and leadership fields. A graduate of

Jean MacDonald of Austin (a 2010 Texas

Harlingen High School, Mercado received

Housing Hall of Honor inductee) was

a scholarship from the Texas Association

named to the 15-member Board of the

of Builders to attend TSTI in Waco.

Federal Home Loan Bank of Dallas.
TexasBuilders.org
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SPEAKING OUT

Texas and

“ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME”
Events
Glen Hegar

Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts

N

ot too long ago, my son Jonah
asked me, “Dad, how many oncein-a-lifetime events are we going

to have this year?” It’s a thought that’s
crossed my mind, too.

After a year of dealing with the extraordinary
challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic,
Texans joined the rest of the world in hoping
the accelerating pace of vaccination would
begin moving us back to stability in our economy and our lives.
Instead, we were hit by a horrific winter
storm that killed dozens of Texans and left
millions more without power or safe drinking water for days. And now we’re all trying
to understand why our state wasn’t better
prepared — and how we can prevent this
from happening again.
At the Texas comptroller’s office, we’re working
to determine how these crises will affect the
state economy and the state revenues that
depend on it. As comptroller, one of the most
important parts of my job is forecasting how
much revenue is available to pay for our state
budget, which funds everything from education and criminal justice to basic infrastructure.

26

Even in good times, state revenue forecasting

Sales tax remittances from remote sellers

is a challenge. The Biennial Revenue Estimate

and marketplace providers began flowing

(BRE) I delivered to the legislature before

into our coffers in November 2019 and

it convened in January predicts how much

totaled nearly $1.3 billion in the first year;

money the state will have available to spend

the tally now has climbed past $1.7 billion.

through August 2023, more than two and a

For the most part, this is revenue the state

half years in the future.

wasn’t collecting only a few years ago.

Comptroller experts are constantly checking

Texas’ monthly sales tax collections still are

and rechecking our data and projections

mostly down compared to the months before

against changing circumstances and that

the pandemic, but they would have dropped

elusive variable, consumer confidence.

much more without Wayfair.

Our understanding of the pandemic’s eco-

The picture may improve further, given the

nomic effects has evolved since last summer,

passage of federal stimulus legislation that

when we believed it would leave us with a

included funds we can use to replace state

shortfall of nearly $4.6 billion at the end

general revenue.

of this fiscal year. Instead, the projected
shortfall, which lawmakers will be required
to address, has been whittled to a more

In another positive development for our
budget outlook, oil prices and production

manageable $950 million.

already are exceeding our BRE forecast, so we’ll

State revenues have outpaced our early

for oil and natural gas revenue collections.

expectations for a number of reasons.

almost certainly be increasing our estimates

We also see great potential for a surge in

One key factor is that we’ve received a lot

consumer spending as vaccines reduce the

of additional sales tax revenue thanks to

threat of the pandemic and people’s con-

state legislation following the U.S. Supreme

cerns recede. Personal savings rates have

Court’s 2019 Wayfair decision, which allowed

risen; in the first three quarters of 2020,

states to require out-of-state vendors to

Texans spent less of their total income,

collect state taxes. The pandemic shifted an

including enhanced government benefits,

enormous share of economic activity to the

than in previous years. And some consumer

internet, and thanks to Wayfair and the leg-

debt has fallen at the same time.

islature, the state’s revenue hasn’t lost out.
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SPEAKING OUT

Biography
Glenn Hegar was elected as Texas
Comptroller of Public Accounts in
November 2014.
Glenn is a sixth-generation Texan
who grew up farming land that has
been in his family since the mid1800s. He’s a 1993 graduate of Texas

Home construction also has been a bright

power. We may see a short-term increase in

spot. As the Texas Real Estate Research

economic activity and sales tax revenue as

Center points out, home sales through

individuals and businesses make purchases

Texas’ Multiple Listing Services rose by

to repair the damage they suffered in the

9.4% last year, and the Texas Residential

storm. But a great deal of value and wealth

Construction Leading Index reached a

has been destroyed.

record annual high. And many hope that
a proposed federal infrastructure spending bill will give U.S. construction a major
boost; Moody’s Investor Services has said
that an infrastructure package could boost
annual construction spending by nearly

Some large industrial facilities suffered losses
because they had to shut down temporarily,
and then bring operations up again; some
small, already struggling businesses face
further challenges due to storm damage;

50% in 2022.

and some homeowners and businesses

degree at St. Mary’s University. Glenn

We’re fortunate that Texas entered the pan-

power, which could be followed by higher

has served in the Texas Legislature,

demic on a relatively strong economic foot-

rates in the future. Local governments are

where he worked on issues including

ing. In crafting the current two-year budget,

likely to face substantial costs in repairing

public education, transportation, tax

lawmakers left money on the table, giving us

infrastructure, especially water systems.

A&M University and earned his law

reform, government transparency,
Second Amendment rights, water
issues and tort reform.
As comptroller, Glenn is chief finance
officer for the world’s ninth-largest
economy. He has emerged as a
passionate advocate for conservative
financial management and
government transparency who has
focused on creating a more efficient
and customer-oriented agency. He
founded the state’s Transparency
Stars program, pushed for smarter
ways of investing our rainy day fund

a cushion when the pandemic hit. We also
expect to have $11.6 billion in the Economic
Stabilization Fund, the “rainy day fund,” at
the end of the next biennium, absent any

saw very high utility bills if they didn’t lose

The state’s failure to provide reliable power,
heat and water during this storm is a black
eye we don’t need as we work to continue

appropriations from the fund.

our enviable record of attracting businesses

Despite the pandemic, we projected in the

confidence in the state’s ability to provide

BRE that general revenue-related revenue

basic services, it could hurt our long-term

collections will increase by 6.3% from this

growth. It’s a positive development that Gov.

biennium to the next, which begins on Sept. 1.

Greg Abbott and the legislature are making

But after closing the shortfall and making
required transfers to the rainy day fund and
State Highway Fund, lawmakers will have

to Texas. If businesses and individuals lose

it a high priority to look at what happened
and ensure our state is better prepared for
the next disaster.

$112.53 billion in general revenue, slightly

In my office, we worked to make it easier

less than for the current budget.

for people to do business online during the
pandemic and took actions after the winter

to protect it for future generations and

I’ve told lawmakers my forecast may change

guided the formation of the nation’s

again in the coming months, given the

first ever state-administered precious

increased volatility of our economy due to

metals depository.

the pandemic. No previous economic hit

Our state’s commitment to a sound infra-

provides a relevant comparison to help guide

structure — and our ability to pivot as we

His upbringing taught him the core

our forecast as we recover from a recession

learn of fresh solutions to difficult problems

values of hard work, honesty and

that saw worldwide economic activity con-

— are key to our ability to thrive. My office is

integrity — the same values he and

tract more deeply and quickly than ever

committed to providing the information and

his wife Dara work to instill in their

before in modern times.

tools lawmakers and our customers need no

three young children, Claire, Julia and
Jonah. Hegar ’s most important title
throughout his years of service is the

In Texas, this volatility was compounded by
the winter storm, which on Feb. 16 alone left

storm such as helping to obtain an IRS waiver
to help ease access to diesel fuel.

matter how many “once-in-a-lifetime” events
we encounter.

at least 4.5 million Texas customers without

one closest to home: Dad!
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JEREMIAH JOHNSON:

Born a Builder,
Raised as a Leader
by JESSICA PARRACK, Contributing Editor

A

little boy walked into his kindergarten class for “what

in the Johnson family that allowed Johnson to grow and thrive in

do you want to be when you grow up day” wearing his

the business. “I mean, the whole experience we have generationally

toolbelt. Starting at age 11, this boy spent his free time on

is unique, and most people don't have that.” His grandfather and

the evenings and weekends going to his father’s jobsites to help his

father have always been influential mentors, and Johnson is eternally

grandfather with the trim work in the homes. He spent his summer

thankful for their constant guidance and support throughout his life.

breaks during his high school and college years learning about homebuilding and the specific skills it takes to build a home. He worked
with painters, electricians and framers until he accumulated a wealth
of knowledge no other school could teach him. When the boy, now
man, went off to college it became crystal clear to him that homebuilding was his true calling. Going back to his great-grandfather, who
was a carpenter, Jeremiah Johnson recognizes that it’s a calling that
can be traced through the generations. For him, it’s something that is
in his blood. “I’ve known nothing but sawdust my whole life.”
IT STARTS WITH FAMILY
All those years of growing up surrounded by the hardworking men
in Johnson’s life has left a monumental impact on who he is as a
builder today. For years after he graduated, Johnson learned at the
side of his grandfather how to place trim with near-perfect precision.
Johnson fondly recalls how others guys on the site could get away
with what he called average trim work, but not him. His grandfather
would take a look at his work and tell him to redo it, and they butted
heads about that on more than one occasion. On the jobsite, jokes
were aplenty, but the work was expected to be exceptional. Johnson
thinks that “they just built into me the ethics of taking pride in your
day and in the work you’re doing.” His grandfather was always on
him to do his best, which is why Johnson believes he takes his work
so seriously and why his product is of the highest quality today.
Besides instilling in him an ironclad work ethic, Johnson’s family put
him in a position to be successful, and they always had his back on
the job. When he was a 20-year-old on the jobsite, Johnson remembers telling workers much older and experienced than him that “this
isn't your best work,” and his father would always back him up. “The
older guys would look at me like, ‘Who does this young punk think
he is?’” Johnson says they always learned to respect him from his
father. It was the mutual respect that was shared between the men
28
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Their mentorship is what led Johnson to the HBA of Southeast Texas.
Johnson’s father has been an active member with the association since
the early ‘90s, so he was able to see from a young age the impact it
had on the building community. Johnson jokes that his father forced
him to join, but he sincerely insists that his father actually was his
inspiration in joining. Watching his father and others his age grow
older and spend less time on the forefront of the association spurred
Johnson to step up and fill those shoes. As the next generation,
Johnson believes it’s his duty to pick up that torch and run with it.
TAKING A LEADING ROLE
One of those torches Johnson took hold of was the presidency of
the HBA of Southeast Texas. Johnson watched his father perform
in the leadership role several times over the years, and he had the
seed planted for his own term during that time. When the door was
opened to him two years ago, Johnson was honored to accept. He is
now on his second year of his two-year term and could not be more
honored to hold the title. Being part of this community, much less
leading it, humbles Johnson but also drives him to advocate for its
importance to all within the industry.
Johnson’s goal as president is to work to get people to understand
what the association can provide for them and their business. Though
the cost of a membership sounds daunting to some, Johnson firmly
believes that it is more than worth its value. A membership to him
isn’t about the tangible things you get as an HBA member. Instead, it’s
the resources of other builders and the connections you make with
others in the industry. For instance, an inspector recently came in to
talk to the HBA members about recent code updates and what they
can do to meet the new code requirements going forward. It’s those
types of interactions the association provides that justify the cost
of membership. They provide further tools for success as a builder.

MEMBER PROFILE

When building a house, Johnson puts his heart into creating the

The money brought in from the home offsets the cost of running the

owners’ perfect dream home every single time. If someone in the

association, in turn keeping the cost of membership from rising and

building industry wants a reputation of being one of the best, Johnson

providing the association with another revenue stream. Johnson has

believes the home builders association is an invaluable tool to their

worked on several of these homes throughout the years providing

business. “The association gave me an opportunity to learn. I think a

trim work services. However, as president, it has been a gratifying

lot of people just don’t see that, so they don’t want to put their time

opportunity to step up to the plate and provide his building expertise

into it.” A lack of passion within others outside of the association is

for the benefit of the association. He also thoroughly enjoys high-

another thing that keeps people from being truly successful. “I mean,

lighting the associate members he has cultivated relationships with

there's just something about taking a piece of land that's covered in

over the years. The associate members are a huge part of the model

grass and trees and building somebody's dream home on it. Other

home success. “It's really great to work with associate members, and

than holding your child for the first time, there’s no other satisfaction

they play a huge part in the success of what we're doing.” Without

or feeling like that,” Johnson emphasizes.

those members, builders like Johnson can't build homes by them-

The association is here to help people within the industry build
relationships with one another. As president, Johnson loves that he
is in “a neat position and job that I'm very blessed to have." He gets

selves. Associate members are vital, and Johnson is adamant that this
group really takes pride in their work. They are a great group to have
as members of the association as well as contacts in the industry.

to promote the benefits of the association as its leader. It’s doubly

FURTHERING THE ADVOCACY FOR THE ASSOCIATION

special to him to get to work in the profession he’s been passionate

During the 1990s and early 2000s, Johnson thinks the association was

about all his life. As the saying goes, do something you love, and

a little more vital to people in the industry “just because we didn't

you’ll never work a day in your life.

have all the social media platforms or cell phones to call someone at

BEING A PART OF THE SHOW HOME
One responsibility the president of the HBA of Southeast Texas takes
on during their tenure is a unique program called the Show Home.
The model home is typically built by the sitting president with the
help of other builders in the association, and the associate members
have the opportunity to highlight any new products they have to offer.
The profit from the sale of the home is donated to the association.

any given time.” Back then, it was necessary for members to gather
together in a room to discuss issues they were facing and changes in the
legislation coming down from Austin. Those face-to-face conversations
with other builders were a lot more important back then to builders
to keep them at the forefront within the industry. The association
was one of the main sources of that communication and information,
whereas today a builder can simply look at his phone. Google or social
media can supply what the association used to talk about exclusively.
Regardless, the home builders association plays an important role
within the industry, and Johnson stakes his presidency on that. Johnson
likes having other builders to talk to and lean on with questions or
just to share different industry experiences with. To him, nothing can
replace getting together with other like-minded members in a room
to discuss what’s going on, good or otherwise. There is so much the
association can offer. “We all live in the State of Texas, so we need to
do our part to be the best we can be for the industry.” To be able to
accomplish that, the association is instrumental.
If a builder invests in the association, they are investing in their product; that is the key point Johnson hammers home. Johnson reasons
it is like everything else important in life. "You put your passion and
time into what you love and what you want to be remembered for.”
Every day on the job, Johnson puts his reputation and passion into
every home he builds. He wasn't raised to do a job anything less than
perfect; his father and grandfather drilled that into him from the
beginning. Building is part of Johnson’s being; it is as much a part of
him as the air in his lungs. He has known from the start that he was
meant to do this in life, walking as confidently in his toolbelt now as
he did that day in kindergarten, and that is something truly special.
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Home Stretch

GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

by DON ALLEN, Chairman, Government Relations Committee

W

hen the new year started, there was a lot of chatter
around Austin as to how this session would be differ-

out to me or the government relations team if you

ent than any other, due to the challenges presented by

have any questions about these issues mentioned

COVID-19. This pandemic certainly put a wrench in things, but no one
could have ever imagined the devastation that was looming in February.
I hope you and your families have recovered from the terrible winter
weather we saw during the week of Feb. 15. Our industry has adjusted to
the many obstacles and roadblocks we faced as the pandemic raged on,
and now we are again faced with another challenge. The winter weather
magnified a message we have been consistently delivering about labor
shortages and investing in skilled workforce training. TAB has and will
continue to make workforce issues a top legislative priority.
In my last column, I provided a high-level overview of legislative
issues of interest to TAB and our members. In this month’s column,
I want to provide you with a list of priority bills that we are working
on to help our industry. Since last session, the Government Relations
Committee had several meetings to vet these issues (any member of
TAB can attend those meetings). As always, if you have any questions
about these bills or any other legislation, please reach out to our
government relations team. They work for us!
H.B. 636 (Rep. S. Thompson)/S.B. 1196 (Sen. Whitmire)/S.B. 871
(Sen. Nichols) — These bills all relate to the continuation of the State
Plumbing Board of Examiners. TAB supports having state licensed
plumbers, and all three of these bills would achieve that.
H.B. 738 (Rep. Paul) — This legislation updates the state municipal
building code to 2012.
H.B. 2237 (Rep. Burrows) — This legislation reforms the Mechanic's
and Materialmen’s lien statutes.
H.B. 2548 (Rep. Morrison)/S.B. 877 (Sen. Hancock) — This legislation
allows builders to use third-party inspectors during declared disasters.
H.B. 3215 (Rep. Geren)/S.B. 1666 (Sen. Hughes) — This legislation
will provide alternate compliance paths to the state Energy Code.
H.B. 3422 (Rep. Morrison) — This legislation increases the criminal
penalty for deceptive trade practices during declared disasters.
H.B. 3595 (Rep. Leach) — This legislation makes amendments to the
Residential Construction Liability Act.
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above or any others that are of interest to you.

Don Allen is the volunteer chair of the Government Relations
Committee. He is also a partner with Lackland Holdings/
Riverside Homebuilders in Fort Worth, Texas.

ADVERTORIAL

Acme Brick Company
Celebrates 130th Birthday
on April 17
Fort Worth, Texas — Acme Brick Company celebrates the company’s 130 th
year in business on April 17, 2021.
Acme was founded in 1891, just 26 years
after the end of the Civil War and a mere
65 years after the deaths of John Adams
and Thomas Jefferson. In 1891, Benjamin
Harrison was President of the United
States, and Thomas Edison introduced
the public to motion pictures.
Acme had its humble beginnings on the banks of Rock Creek, near
the town of Millsap, about 40 miles west of Fort Worth, Texas.
The company has grown to become the largest U.S.-owned brick
company. Acme's residential and commercial masonry products
are available throughout the United States and southern Canada.
During its history, the company has produced brick for well over
2 million homes, as well as many thousands of commercial, civic,
religious and educational buildings. Acme Brick Company has
consistently ranked at the top in opinion surveys of the nation’s
largest homebuilders concerning product quality, product awareness and industry-leading customer service. Acme is the only brick
manufacturer that stamps its logo into the end of residential brick.
All residential brick products are supported by Acme’s Homebuyer’s
100 Year Limited Guarantee.
Acme showrooms now offer many other home-related products
including thin brick; the innovative MAC Metal siding system;
wrought iron doors; outdoor fire pits and fireplaces; quality grills;
outdoor kitchens; traditional fireplaces; natural and man-made
stone; and many types of flooring products.
As part of the birthday celebration, Acme has produced a video
featuring long-tenured associates singing a birthday greeting to
everyone at Acme Brick and to its customers. To view the birthday
greeting, visit: brick.com/birthday.
Each of Acme’s sales offices and plants will celebrate the company’s
130th birthday with cakes at a birthday luncheon. At the luncheon, each
employee will receive a birthday gift of a travel tool that can be used in
an emergency to break a car window and to cut a seat belt restraint.
Acme President and CEO Dennis Knautz said, “It’s wonderful to be
celebrating this birthday for a company that has operated in three
different centuries and produces the finest building material known
to man. A company can achieve such a milestone only because of
generations of dedicated associates who have believed in their
company and its products. This year's birthday gift symbolizes our
long-standing commitment to safety either at work, at home or
during travel. We are proud of our associates who continue to work
safely and productively and have quickly adapted to the added
protocols that the coronavirus has placed on our business and the
construction industry.”
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Dallas BA Offices Suffer Catastrophic Damage in Winter Storms
The Dallas Builders Association offices were severely damaged during
February’s severe winter storms by significant flooding resulting from
a broken fire sprinkler pipe. Fortunately, no members or staff were in
the building at the time. However, the entire lower floor was covered
in nearly a foot of water, and many portions of the ceiling collapsed
under the weight of the onrushing water.

“It is difficult seeing so much of the office many of us have worked in
for so long be hauled off in a soggy mess,” said Executive Officer Phil
Crone. “However, browsing through salvaged photos from when our
headquarters was built over 20 years ago that were drying on our
conference room table provided inspiration that we can and will do it
again — even better this time.”

Association member First Response Restoration has been hard at
work removing the damaged contents and materials from the office
and restoring what was spared from the flooding. Additionally, thanks
to help from Tonti Properties, the broken sprinkler pipe that was the
culprit for the flooding was repaired by a licensed contractor.

The Dallas BA will gladly accept financial donations from members and
the community. Checks can be mailed to the Dallas Builders Association at 5816 West Plano Parkway, Plano, TX 75093. Please indicate
“rebuilding fund” in the memo field. Tax deductible online donations
can be made at DallasBuilders.org/buildingfund.

Property Loss Advocates was selected by the Dallas BA’s Board of
Directors to manage this project. Their team includes a local representative whose crew is working alongside a task force, chaired by
Michael Turner of Classic Urban Homes, to oversee the day-to-day
aspects of rebuilding efforts.

If you are interested in contributing products or services, please email
info@dallasbuilders.com.

In addition to mitigation efforts, priorities included reconnecting staff
and organizing surviving office supplies so that association work could
continue efficiently.

“We have no doubt that the fortitude that kept our industry working
last year and the resilience we’ve shown in leading our region’s economic recovery will see us emerge from this stronger than ever,” said
Crone. “Thank you for your support and assistance.”

Water rushed out of the Dallas Builders Association offices following a

A broken pipe during severe winter

Complete restoration will be required

water sprinkler break.

weather caused the roof to collapse.

before rebuilding can begin.

HomeAid Spearheads Dental Clinic For Hope Center Houston
HomeAid Houston is working with Hope Center Houston to build a dental clinic in their facility in the FM 1960 Cypress area. Hope Center Houston
is a faith-based nonprofit that offers homeless men and women a safe space, numerous resources and a caring community, with the goal to
restore their dignity, provide their basic needs and offer encouragement and help to transition out of homelessness.
HomeAid will be working with a team of engineering college students who will provide all construction drawings and permitting applications.
“For people who live on the streets or have marginal housing, minimal income and no health insurance, dental care often becomes a low priority,”
said Carole Brady, executive director of HomeAid. “The result is poor oral hygiene, dental disease, and often, tooth decay and loss. We are excited
to take part in this new partnership with Hope Center on a unique project.”
In addition to medical, mental health and spiritual needs, The Day Center also provides breakfast, lunch, laundry, showers and clothing. Individuals also have access to life-skills classes, counseling, AA and referrals to support efforts to transition off the streets.
“This dental clinic is giving HomeAid a fantastic opportunity to help provide a service that can change a life,” said James Miller, president of
HomeAid Houston. “We look forward to beginning construction this year.”
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2021 HBA of Greater Austin
Benefit Home Sells in Record time
The HBA is happy to report that the 2021 HBA of Greater
Austin Benefit Home sponsored by Johnson Development and Chesmar Homes has sold prior to the completion of construction! The 3,200-square-foot property set
within the award-winning Bryson community in Leander
began construction in October and will close in April. A
portion of the proceeds from the home’s sale will benefit
HomeAid Austin, as well as the Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society. A second Benefit Home sponsored by Scott
Felder Homes is slated for later this year.
The Benefit Home program is the annual construction of
a home built mostly — if not entirely — through donations of construction management, materials, supplies,
labor and monies of the members of the Home Builders
Association of Greater Austin. The majority of net
proceeds from the sale of the home on the open market
benefit local charities as designated by the HBA. This
program would not be possible without the generous
support of HBA members.
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